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DIVISION 49 
ANNOUNCES ITS

2017 WEBINAR SERIES
This is the first of six webinars featuring authors from the special issue of

Group Dynamics: Theory, Research and Practice  focusing on
Statistical Methods in Group Psychology and Group Psychotherapy

JOIN US FOR OUR FEBRUARY WEBINAR: 

Estimation and Application of
the Latent Group Model

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 2017
12:00 - 1:00 PM EST

REGISTER FOR FREE AT:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/

register/8582575940289184257

SMALL DECISION-MAKING GROUPS are sometimes 
described in terms usually applied to individuals.  For 
example, groups can be thought of as more or less 
satisfied, motivated, or emotional.  One way to address 

group-level characteristics derived from individual-level measures 
is with the latent group model (LGM), which conceptualizes 
groups as latent constructs with group members functioning 
as “indicators.” Group-level processes are assumed to influence 
the behaviors and/or cognitions of group members to some 
degree—the LGM is a subset of the common fate models first 
described by Kenny and La Voie. In this webinar, multilevel 
modeling techniques are used to estimate the LGM with the goal 
of portioning variance and covariance estimates at the group and 
individual levels of analysis. 

READ THE ARTICLE: http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/gdn0000044
(Access to the journal article is free with membership in Division 49)

For registration questions, contact Sonja Wiggins, MBA, APA Division Services,
at swiggins@apa.org or 202-336-5590.
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